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Challenges students to develop innovative solutions to emerging issues in the 
Civil and Environmental Engineering field.

Main Ideas:

● Civil Engineers seek to innovate to improve the lives of others through 
sustainable projects

● Civil Engineers seek to find solutions towards transportation and mobility 
issues

● Young engineers are provided with tools to make a difference in the 
engineering community

Blue Sky Competition



2019 Competition

● Geodesic Dome
● Create a new competition 

for future conferences
● Proposal, Powerpoint, Poster 

Board, Model, and Interview

2020 Competition

● Buspool system for South Florida
● Improve transportation and 

mobility efficiently and feasibly
● Proposal, Poster Board, 

Presentation, and Interview



Objectives:

● Create a new competition utilizing engineering concepts

● Identify a problem and work toward a solution

● Write rules, demonstrate how the competition works, state what the students 
will do, and how it will be judged and hosted

● Make a presentation and a model to easily market the competition

● Present the competition to a panel of judges at the conference

2019 Blue Sky Competition



How was this competition unique?

● Concepts from different disciplines of civil
engineering were utilized

● Most of the ideas developed and knowledge
obtained can be utilized in the real world

● Programs could be used to develop design

● Creativity is welcomed!

● Visionary thinking is necessary to develop
competitions which are timely, engaging,
innovative, exciting, and beneficial to society



Theme: Smart Mobility for Smart Cities: Transforming the Way We Live

Objective: Develop an innovative solution to address engineering challenges in the 
areas of transportation and mobility

● Propose a visionary ideas and solutions to improve the mobility and operation 
efficiency of the transportation network

● Teams could address current or future-emerging problems
● Presented through various deliverables using advanced technologies

Examples: Reduce traffic crashes, alleviate traffic congestion and fuel 
consumption, improve the movement of cargo

2020 Blue Sky Competition



● Concepts from different disciplines of civil
engineering were utilized

● Sustainability was upheld in the 
installment of our prototype for the idea

● It would significantly impact transportation
in the State of Florida

● Creativity is welcomed!

● Most of the ideas developed and 
knowledge obtained can be utilized in the 
real world

How was your idea “out-of-the-box?”



2021 ASCE Southeast Student Conference

BLUE SKY COMPETITION

NEW COMPETITION!



2021 Blue Sky Competition
Theme: “Infrastructure Imagined”

Objectives:

● Create a visionary innovation for an infrastructure challenge in one of two 
cities featured in ASCE’s Future World Vision Project

● Reimagining infrastructure from 2021 and beyond with solutions using High-
Tech Construction, Advanced Materials, and/or Sustainable Methodologies

● Innovate and market your idea through a proposal, a marketing post, and a 
presentation



Should have any questions, please feel free to reach out!

2021 ASCE Southeast Student Conference

BLUE SKY INNOVATION CONTEST

Shannon Stever, Secretary

Email: sstev039@fiu.edu

Ryan Ocampo, Student Member

Email: rocam008@fiu.edu

mailto:sstev039@fiu.edu
mailto:rocam008@fiu.edu


INNOVATION CONTEST
ALICIA MARATOS



ABOUT THE CONTEST
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The ASCE Regional Student Innovation Contest is encompassed around the 
idea of innovation. This contest was made as a part of the ASCE Grand 
Challenge. 

The contest has 6 categories:
• Internet of Things / Artificial Intelligence
• Sustainable and Resilient Engineering
• Next-Generation Transportation
• Improvements in Clean Water
• New Construction Materials and Methodology
• General Civil Infrastructure Improvement
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ABOUT THE CONTEST (CONT.)

The contest is open to college student teams from schools participating in the 
following ASCE Student Conferences:
• Texas-Mexico Conference
• Southeast Conference
• Carolinas Conference
• Mid-Continent Conference
• Upstate New York Conference

Teams finishing 1st or 2nd in their student conferences will advance to the national 
competition at the ASCE Convention, where they’ll compete to win cash prizes for 
the top three innovations.



CONTEST COMPONENTS

Each team needs to submit:

1. A technical paper of maximum 5 pages 
2. A one minute max video quickly summarizing the innovation
3. A poster illustrating all relevant information
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1. TECHNICAL PAPER

The technical paper has 4 parts:
1. Problem/Solution Statements
2. Before/After 
3. Feasibility and Go to Market Strategy 
4. Capitalization
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2. VIDEO

Applicants are asked to 
submit a short (60 second 
max) video that describes 
the problem they are solving 
and how they are solving it. 
This is a chance to speak 
directly to the judges. 
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3. POSTER
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JUDGING CRITERIA

1. How innovative? 40%
2. How important to society/customer? 40%

3. Feasibility? 30%
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SUMMARY ABOUT THE FIU ASCE 2020 SUBMISSION

The 2020 FIU ASCE submission was called BIOG.A.S. which stands for Biological 
Green Algae Scrubber. 
● Innovation: Cultivating microalgae for biofuel using excess nutrients 

(byproducts) from anaerobic digestion in animal farms
● How: Algae consume leftover byproducts from the anaerobic digestion process 

occuring in animal farms 
○ Byproducts: Carbon Dioxide, Methane, Nitrogen, Phosphorous, and 

Hydrogen Sulfide
■ Algae consumes carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide
■ Algae grows in nitrogen and phosphorous medium, which otherwise 

would get released to the Earth’s waters causing dangerous algae 
blooms 

● Benefits: 
○ Algal mass would be sold to create biofuel
○ Byproducts are used to create a product contrary to potentially harming 

the environment through the release of these byproducts 



BIOG.A.S.
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Algae bloom example:
● Algae blooms grow from excess nutrients, in this 

case from nitrogen and phosphorous,  secreted into 
water

● This is an example from the St. Lucy Estuary in 2015 
● The blooms can cause further issues when sea life is 

harmed from the effects of algae growing out of 
control; the microalgae used in BIOG.A.S. would solve 
the issue of these algae blooms 

Hydrogen sulfide corrosion example:
● Hydrogen sulfide is a toxic compound that 

oxidizes a range of industrial components 
● This byproduct is commonly scrubbed 

(expensive solution) to prevent this corrosion, 
however the microalgae used in BIOG.A.S. 
would be a less expensive solution

DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF BYPRODUCTS
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MOVING FORWARD

Once the team submits all proper contest components, 10 
teams will move into the Semi-finals for further judgement.

In the Semi-finals, the teams will have:
● A presentation practice run with feedback
● Final presentation with an additional 5-7 minutes of 

questions 

Post Semi-finals, 2 teams will move forward to compete at 
Nationals for cash prizes

**Innovations are protected for a certain period of time 



ASCE Annual Conference Expo



What is Geowall?

Geowall is a timed competition in which     

students can design and build a retaining wall by 

optimizing materials, time, and loads. Many 

universities from the Southeastern Region of the 

United States participate in this competition at 

the Annual ASCE Regional Conference. 



Retaining walls and Applications

Wrapped-face 

MSE wall Cantilever 

Retaining wall Anchored 

Retaining wall



Retaining walls and Applications

Retaining walls are designed to 

withstand external loads and to 

hold back soil materials. 

FIU has designed a MSE (Mechanically 

Stabilized Earth wall) and a cantilever wall. The 

wall was tested with a vertical, lateral, and 

surcharge load. 



Design and Building Challenges

1. Maximum time to cut the      

layouts: 20 minutes

2. Maximum time to build the wall: 25 

minutes

3. Wall design weight requirements: 

less than 60g

4. Vertical loading added 50lb and 

horizontal loading added 20lb

5. A surcharge load of 5lb load was  

dropped after all other loadings



Design Process

1. Research

2. Lab Testing

3. Brainstorm (Design layouts)

4. Weigh and measure proposed 

designs
5. Compare the lightest design versus 

the strongest design (Build both walls)

6. Choose the best design

7.  Adjust design until perfection is 

achieved

8. Create a template of design



Building Process

2. Setting up

1. Cutting Layouts

3. Place layout inside of 

the box



Building Process

5. Compact Sand 

4. Pour the right 

amount of sand

6. Place the following 

layout and repeat steps 4 

and 5 until the last layer is 

completed.



Building Process

8. Let the retaining 

wall settle for a short 

period of time.  

7. Carefully remove 

the front side of the 

box 

9. Perform vertical and 

lateral tests.



Building Process

10. Evaluate current design 

and decide if it needs to be 

modified, or not. 



Building Process

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1fhGEnRDl5t2lZbG4ZI1m4wrUMLFHDOx4/view


Conference



Conference



SURVEYING



What is the Surveying competition about?

OBJECTIVE

To apply knowledge of geomatics 

and land surveying skills.

Competition consists of:

➔ 2,4 or 6 member teams (must 

be comprised of 50% males and 

50% females)

➔ Completing 4 separate timed 

tasks

➔ Members being chosen randomly 

the day of the competition

➔ Members of the team may only 

participate in a maximum of 3 

tasks. 38



Additional Competition Information

Scoring:

➔ 100 total points judged based 

on accuracy, time will be 

used as a tiebreaker

Materials:

➔ Traditional surveying 

equipment will be used such 

as total stations, levels, 

prisms, etc.

Additional Incentive:

➔ Top team advances to the 

national ASCE Student 

Conference
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What will the tasks consist of?

Tasks may include:

➔ Pacing

➔ Differential Leveling

➔ Building Stakeout

➔ Measuring Depths

➔ Triangulating to an 

Inaccessible Point

➔ Calculating Coordinates

➔ Laying Out a Pipe Line

40



Why choose Surveying?

➔ Knowledge: Great way to 

learn surveying, how to 

use the equipment, 

formulas, etc.

➔ No Deadlines: There are no 

deadlines or submissions 

so you can practice at 

your own pace.

➔ No Presentation/Paper:It’s 

just completing the 4 

tasks and the competition 

is done
41



Still not Convinced? 

➔ It’s Easy: Tasks are known 

months in advance so you 

have plenty of time to 

practice exactly what 

you’ll be doing in the 

competition

➔ Winning: 2nd place in 2019 

so help us get to 1st and 

get FIU ASCE into the 

National Conference!
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SUSTAINABLE 
SOLUTIONS



What is this competition about?
OBJECTIVE (2019):

● Apply the principles of sustainable development during

the design-build process.

● Construct a full size version of a dog house. Must:

○ resist rain damage

○ use environmentally safe products

○ allow for quick ensemble

○ be low budget & replicable

● Components:

○ Presentation

○ Display

○ Technical Paper

○ Timed Construction
44

Twist:

● Must hold 200 lbs 

on roof

● Be built in under 

20 mins with no 

electrical tools



“
How do you start?

45



“
Design - Cad Drawings
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Note:

● Slanted roof

● Elevated floor

● Aluminum

brackets



“
Design - Innovation

Goal:

● Easy and quick

● Limited bolts/tools

● Lightweight

Solution:

● Thin plywood

● Puzzle-like construction

● Only hammer needed

floor wall

leg

Gap for side wall

Two walls assembled Roof with aluminum 

bracket

4x4 beam

47



“
Design - Materials/Aesthetics

Goal:

● Environmentally safe

● Water resistant

● Insulation for pet

Solution:

● VOC free paint

● Steel angulars

● Plywood

● Cork lining

Goal:

● FIU Pride

● Conference Theme 

(music)

Solution:

● Blue and Gold

● Music notes

48



“
Design - Calculations

Plywood Columns-

● Fixed-pinned. K = 0.7

Plywood Roof Plate-

● Considered beam with fixed-fixed connections

Goal:

● Prove it can sustain

200lbs

Solution:

● Used structural ideas

from class

● Sought aid from a

professor

49



Construction
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“
Component 1: Timed Build
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Record: 4 minutes 20 seconds



“
Component 2: Display

52



“
Component 3: Technical Paper

53



“
Component 4: Presentation

54

Details:

● 7 minutes max

● Followed by Q&A

● Include 90 sec video



TECHNICAL PAPER



TECHNICAL PAPER

• Contest Purpose: alert young civil 

engineers to further their professional 

development and gain national attention.

• Format 

• 2,000 words maximum

• Written by only one author

• Not have previously been 

published in other schools or 

Society publications



2021 TOPIC

During the COVID-19 pandemic, businesses and universities shut down 

and/or imposed other stringent measures to combat the spread of the 

virus. How should the civil engineering profession respond to this 

situation and what are our ethical responsibilities associated with civil 

engineering related operations such as offices, universities, construction 

sites, exam centers, and transit systems in response to the pandemic? 



QUESTIONS

??



CONTACT US

SIGN UP 
SHEET

@ascefiu @ascefiu @ascefiu

2021 
CONFERENCE 

WEBSITE

asce@fiu.edu

mcorr100@fiu.edu

2021 
CONFERENCE 

RULES


